Narconon* is proposing a facility housing people with drug and alcohol addiction problems on recreational land owned by the Church of Scientology* at the intersection of Bouquet and Spunky Canyon Roads.

Narconon is not yet approved! Concerned residents, plus citizens who attend our many rural events and enjoy the National Forest are working to stop this controversial drug rehab facility from imposing themselves on our community. It would bring in drug addicts from out of the area with unknown backgrounds and behavioral problems. As well as questionable visitors to our area. Narconon has a history of violating state operating regulations for drug rehab facilities, trespassing on neighbors’ property, is warned against in California and other state’s schools, and is deemed unscientific and unsafe by the California Medical Association.* Your safety and welfare, and the safety of the addicts is potentially at stake.

If an addict wants to walk off this drug rehab facility, they can’t be stopped. They could walk up to you, or your home. Don’t let Narconon put everyone in harm’s way. Don’t allow them to impose themselves on us. Write a letter now! And show up at the July 25th Public Hearing, Downtown Los Angeles, to “Just Say No to Narconon.”

LOOK WHO’S SPEAKING OUT AGAINST SCIENTOLOGY BASED NARCONON DRUG DETOXIFICATION TREATMENT AND TEACHINGS

“My recommendation about detoxification is to keep away from it. It’s dangerous. I don’t think L. Ron Hubbard has credibility in the scientific world. The author’s suggestions about detoxification can be detrimental to your health.”

- C. Everett Koop M.D.
FORMER US SURGEON GENERAL

California Doctors back schools dropping flawed antidrug program
San Francisco Chronicle, Sunday, March 27, 2005

The California Medical Association has declared unanimous support for school districts that have dropped Narconon and other “factually inaccurate approaches” to antidrug instruction from their classrooms, and will urge the American Medical Association to do the same.

State Superintendent Jack O’Connell urged all California schools on Tuesday to drop the Narconon antidrug education program after a new state evaluation concluded that its curriculum offers inaccurate and unscientific information. San Francisco Chronicle 2/23/05

EDUCATE YOURSELF NOW! GO TO: stop-narconon.org

Write Supervisor Antonovich Today, Before the July Public Hearing:
Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich, 1113 West Avenue M-4, Suite A, Palmdale, CA 93551
Or email his Deputy at: nhickling@bos.co.la.ca.us

Join Your Neighbors at the Public Hearing on July 25th!
It is crucial you speak your mind or just stand shoulder to shoulder with your neighbors in a display of solidarity against this invasion.
For information and directions, Telephone: 661-726-3600

* The California Medical Association, Narconon, The Church of Scientology are registered names and trademarks and all legal rights apply. Sponsored by Leona Valley/Lakes Residents and Businesses for Safe and Peaceful Communities.